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Editor's Note: Since the time that this article was written and edited, the United States Supreme Court has
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{1}On February 8, 1996, President Clinton signed the Telecommunications Act of 1996[1] into law and
explained that the legislation would "stimulate investment, promote competition, [and] provide open access
for all citizens to the Information Superhighway."[2] However, contrary to the goal of "opening wide the door
to the Information Age,"[3] provisions of the Act violate the Constitution's First Amendment guarantee of
freedom of speech by imposing far-reaching new federal criminal liabilities on Americans who exercise their
free speech rights on the Internet. In particular, a little-noticed provision of the Act, which expands an 1873
law banning abortion-related speech by criminalizing Internet discussion and information about abortion,
continues to be a source of concern among pro-choice activists, First Amendment scholars, and electronic
providers and users.

I. INTRODUCTION
{2}Section 507 of the Telecommunications Bill, inserted by Representative Henry J. Hyde, (R-Ill.), a
longtime abortion foe, amends and updates 18 U.S.C. §§ 1462-1462, commonly known as the Comstock Act,
to ban distribution of abortion-related information on computer networks. Passed in 1873 at the urging of
Anthony Comstock, Secretary of the Committee for the Suppression of Vice,[4] the Comstock Act was
enacted "for the suppression of Trade in and Circulation of obscene Literature and articles of immoral Use."
[5] The Act defined contraceptive information as "obscene" and forbade its dissemination,[6] making it a
crime to send material on birth control and abortion through the mail.[7] As a special unpaid agent of the Post
Office Department, Comstock prosecuted people like Margaret and William Sanger because they campaigned
for accurate birth control information.[8] As a result of the Comstock Act, publishers censored their scientific
and physiological works, druggists were punished for providing information about contraception, and
Americans were subjected to censorship of their mail and denied access to reliable information.[9] In 1971,
Congress deleted the prohibition on birth control, but left the ban on abortion information.[10] In 1994, the
maximum fine for violating the Act increased from $5,000 to $250,000 for a first offense.[11] As amended by
§ 507 of the Telecommunications Act, the applicable provision of 18 U.S.C. § 1462 reads:
Whoever brings into the United States, or any place subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, or knowingly uses any express company or other common carrier or
<interactive computer service (as defined in § 230 (e)(2) of the Communications Act
of 1934>], for carriage in interstate or foreign commerce - . . .
(C) any drug, medicine, article, or thing designed, adapted, or intended for
producing abortion, or for any indecent or immoral use; or any written or printed
card, letter, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or notice of any kind giving
information, directly or indirectly, where, how, or of whom, or by what means any of
such mentioned articles, matters, or things may be obtained or made; or
Whoever knowingly takes <or receives>, from such express company or other
common carrier <or interactive computer service (as defined in § 230(e)(2) of the
Communications Act of 1934)> any matter or thing the carriage <or importation> of
which is herein made unlawful Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than five years, or both, for the

first such offense and shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten
years, or both, for each such offense thereafter.[12]
{3}It is unclear why § 507 of the Telecommunications Act was inserted into the bill. During House
discussions of the Telecommunications Bill, Representative Hyde said that "nothing in the [bill] should be
interpreted to inhibit free speech about . . . abortion."[13] However, when he later inserted the passage into
the Congressional Record, Representative Hyde said that the provision would restrict "commercial activities"
concerning abortion on-line.[14] His contradictory statements have been attributed to "bad staff work."[15]
The general counsel to the House Judiciary Committee, Alan Coffey, has said that Representative Hyde
included the amendments to the Comstock Act for its effect on indecent materials, not to criminalize abortion
discussion.[16] Additionally, Mr. Coffey said that the abortion language in the Comstock Act has not been
enforced for many years and is probably unconstitutional because of the scope of the Supreme Court's
decision in Roe v. Wade[17] legalizing abortion.[18] Others also have been quick to dismiss the provision as
having no effect. Almost immediately after it was signed into law, sponsors of the provision insisted that it
would not affect discussion about abortion, and U.S. Attorney Zachary Carter gave assurances that "the
government would not prosecute people who discussed abortion on-line."[19]
{4}For many, however, government assurances that the law will not be enforced are insufficient.[20]
Immediately upon passage, numerous pro-choice groups joined forces and filed lawsuits seeking temporary
restraining orders to block the criminal ban on abortion-related speech on the Internet. The plaintiffs in
Sanger v. Reno[21] filed suit in the Eastern District of New York alleging that 18 U.S.C. § 1462 (c), as
amended by § 507 of the Telecommunications Act violates the First Amendment rights to freedom of speech
and freedom of the press.[22] The plaintiffs participated in two hearings: the first on February 8, 1996, and
the second on November 13, 1996. The Justice Department assured the court that there would be no
prosecution under § 1462. Persuaded that there was no immediate threat of enforcement, the District Court
denied the temporary restraining order but asked the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit to convene
a three-judge district court panel to decide the case.[23] The District Court has yet to issue an opinion on the
case.
{5}One day after pro-choice groups filed Sanger, the American Civil Liberties Union [hereinafter ACLU]
moved for a temporary restraining order to enjoin enforcement of provisions of the Communications Decency
Act, including the Comstock Act.[24] The ACLU sought and won[25] protection from provisions which
prohibited transmission of "obscene or indecent"[26] or "patently offensive"[27] material to minors. The
ACLU was, however, denied a restraining order based on the Comstock Act in which it alleged that 18
U.S.C. § 1462 violated the First Amendment, both before and after the § 507 amendments. In successfully
opposing the plaintiff's motion for a temporary restraining order, the Government noted that in reference to
18 U.S.C. § 1462(c), "'the Department has a long-standing policy that such previous provisions are
unconstitutional and will not be enforced.'"[28] The Government also assured the Court that both President
Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno clearly stated that no one would be "prosecuted under 'the abortionrelated provision of newly-amended 18 U.S.C. § 1462(c).'"[29] The Government contended that, in view of
its long-standing position, the Plaintiffs had no realistic fear of prosecution and, therefore, needed no
equitable relief.[30] Although the Court granted the temporary restraining order to the Plaintiffs for
provisions of the Communications Decency Act involving "obscene or indecent" and "patently offensive"
materials, it determined that, regarding 18 U.S.C. § 1462, "it seems clear that no irreparable harm will befall
the plaintiffs"[31] and, therefore, did not award the temporary restraining order with regard to the Comstock
Act.[32]
{6}In its subsequent action for preliminary injunction before a three-judge panel district court, the ACLU
determined that in view of the Government's assurances that there would be no prosecution under the
provision, it no longer needed to seek a preliminary injunction against enforcement of 18 U.S.C. § 1462(c).
[33] Therefore, the Court made no ruling on that issue.

{7}The organizations filing suit have not asserted that the law is constitutional or that it is certain to be
enforced in the imminent future. They simply sought to have the Court declare the provision unconstitutional.
Although the President, the Justice Department, and essentially everyone who has spoken publicly about the
provision have deemed it unconstitutional, the current Supreme Court is not likely to make such a finding.
Since the District Court in ACLU v. Reno did not rule on the constitutionality of § 1462 and it appears that the
Court in Sanger is awaiting the ACLU v. Reno decision on appeal before releasing its decision, the Supreme
Court is likely to leave the issue of the newly-amended Comstock Act unresolved. Despite the Act's
overwhelming appearance of unconstitutionality, there is ample room to question the possible result of a
current or future Supreme Court ruling.
{8}The First Amendment to the United States Constitution commands that "Congress shall make no law . . .
abridging the freedom of speech."[34] Although the language of the First Amendment appears to impose an
absolute and direct ban on governmental regulations that restrict free speech, the United States Supreme
Court has not applied such a literal ban. Rather, the Court has employed a number of tests to determine
"whether the government has violated the First Amendment commands when regulating speech."[35] In
developing the parameters of the First Amendment, the Court has given little "attention to the language or
history of the First Amendment and [is] without a commitment to any general theory. Rather it has sought to
develop principles on a case-by-case basis and has produced a complex and conflicting body of constitutional
precedent."[36] "[W]hile the Supreme Court has relied on various doctrines to resolve First Amendment
issues, 'it has totally failed to settle on any coherent approach or to bring together its various doctrines into a
consistent whole.'"[37]
{9}In addition to the Court's "difficulties and sharp differences of opinion in deciding the precise boundaries
dividing what is constitutionally permissible and impermissible in [the First Amendment] field"[38], a
constitutional analysis of § 507 is further complicated by two issues. First, the Internet is a new medium with
rapid developments and little well-defined First Amendment interpretation. Second, the Court has invoked a
unique standard in cases involving abortion regulations under which it is "painfully clear that no legal rule or
doctrine is safe from ad hoc nullification . . . when an occasion for its application arises in a case involving . .
. abortion."[39] These factors create significant uncertainty in what should otherwise be a predictable ruling
whether from the current or a future Court.

II. DETERMINING THE LEVEL OF SCRUTINY
{10}The Court applies different tests to different forms of communication and different types of speech
depending on the type of speech being regulated and the type of regulation at issue.[40] In a First
Amendment analysis, the critical elements are both the content and the context of the speech.[41] "In the
context of the electronic media, however, the permissible extent of government regulation often hinges on the
medium of communication."[42] Although there is no Supreme Court precedent for First Amendment issues
involving the Internet, ACLU v. Reno and traditional First Amendment cases provide insight into how the
Supreme Court may rule.[43]

A. EXAMINING THE MEDIUM
{11}To properly analyze the First Amendment considerations of computer networks and electronic
information services, it is helpful to understand the medium. The parties in ACLU v. Reno filed extensive
stipulations outlining the nature and creation of cyberspace and the creation of the Internet.[44] Although the
District Court's determination regarding the Internet may be helpful in subsequent litigation, the Supreme
Court will not be bound by its filings. In addition, as the District Court noted, "[b]ecause of the rapidity of the
developments in this field, some of the technological facts . . . may become partially obsolete [even] by the
time of publication [of this decision]. . . ."[45]

{12}Networks connect computers to each other. Accessing a computer network requires a computer, a
modem and a telephone line. The user dials the "host" computer of the service or network and, once
connected, can communicate over the network through the modem. An individual can create a bulletin board
service with just a couple hundred dollars, basic computer hardware and some fundamental computer
knowledge.[46] Creation of a Web site can cost between $1,000 and $15,000, and monthly operating costs
vary depending on the goals and the Web site's traffic.[47] The best known example of a computer network is
the Internet, a noncommercial information highway of computers and computer networks connecting
universities, laboratories, government bodies, and individuals with millions of users in 102 countries.[48] The
parties in ACLU v. Reno stipulated that the Internet has as many as 40 million users and projected that the
number would grow to 200 million Internet users by the year 1999.[49] No one owns the Internet, and no
single government, company, or individual controls it.[50]
It exists and functions as a result of the fact that hundreds of thousands of separate
operators of computers and computer networks independently decided to use
common data transfer protocols to exchange communications and information with
other computers . . . . There is no centralized storage location, control point, or
communications channel for the Internet, and it would not be technically feasible for
a single entity to control all of the information conveyed on the Internet.[51]
{13}Most online services offer a number of services that can include "electronic mail to transmit private
messages to one or a group of users or to an established mailing list on a particular topic; chat rooms that
allow simultaneous online discussions; discussion groups in which users post messages and reply to online
'bulletin boards'; informational databases;"[52] and Internet access. Online communications are interactive.
This means, in part, that users of online systems must seek out the specific information they wish to retrieve
and the types of communications in which they wish to engage. Online communication provides forums for
both 'public' and 'private' communication. E-mail and online mailing lists share private communications
between specified persons or groups and, as with regular mail, only the intended recipients of an e-mail
message will receive it. Similarly, only subscribers to an online mailing list should receive messages posted
to that mailing list. By contrast, Web sites, gopher sites, online discussion groups, and chat rooms are public
because anyone with online access can reach them or participate in them at any time. These forums are
similar to public libraries and public squares.[53]
{14}The Court has determined that each medium of expression presents unique First Amendment problems.
[54] Accordingly, despite the similar First Amendment interests of broadcasters and those of print publishers,
the Court has not extended the two groups similar First Amendment protection.[55] "This emphasis on the
medium has created a fragmented First Amendment with a trifurcated communications regulatory structure
that has traditionally consisted of print, common carriage, and broadcasting. In the past decade, new branches
have begun to sprout for cable television and computer networks as well."[56] This fragmentation has
resulted in less protection for electronic media than for print media. The rationale asserted for reduced
protection are frequency scarcity and "pervasiveness."[57] Such rational should not apply to the Internet.
1. Frequency Scarcity
{15}Regulations affecting both radio and cable television have been proposed under the theory that absent
regulation, there will not be adequate service for all listeners, viewers and speakers. Significant broadcast
regulation is permitted on the grounds that the electromagnetic spectrum is a scarce public resource.[58] "As
a result of this scarcity, broadcasters [are given] the exclusive right to use a frequency . . . in exchange for
accepting regulations which ensure that they operate in the public interest."[59] In National Broadcasting Co.
v. United States,[60] the Court noted that "[radio broadcasting] facilities are limited; they are not available to
all who may wish to use them; the radio spectrum simply is not large enough to accommodate everybody."
[61] Furthermore, the Court held that because of these limitations, the FCC could allocate scarce

broadcasting frequencies to avoid interference and could consider the content of broadcasters' transmissions
in its licensing decisions.[62]
{16}In Turner Broadcasting Systems, Inc. v. FCC[63], the Court refused to expand the scarcity justification to
cable television, explaining that cable television does not suffer from the inherent limitations characteristic of
the broadcast medium.[64] The Turner Court examined the technology of cable television and found that
soon there might be no limit to the number of speakers who can use cable television, and there is no danger of
physical interference between two speakers who try to share the same channel.[65] Based on these findings,
the Court determined that the scarcity rationale was inapplicable to cable.[66] Therefore, in cases involving
First Amendment challenges, there was no reason to apply the more relaxed scrutiny that has been applied in
broadcast cases.[67] Rather, still focusing on the unique physical characteristics of cable transmission, the
Court found that must-carry provisions[68] are justified by special characteristics of the medium: "the
bottleneck monopoly power exercised by cable operators and the dangers this power poses to the viability of
broadcast television."[69]
{17}The Turner holding suggests that new technologies, such as the Internet, should be subject to ordinary
free speech standards rather than the relaxed standards applied to broadcasters.[70] Scarcity is not a problem
for the Internet. Similarly, there is practically no limit to the number of users and no risk of physical
interference between two users trying to share the same "space." Anyone with a computer, a modem and a
phone line can communicate over the Internet. There is no justification for a low degree of First Amendment
protection on the Internet.
2. Pervasiveness
{18}When a speaker's interests clash with those of a listener's or viewer's, the speaker's First Amendment
rights may be limited by the privacy rights of the viewers or listeners.[71] In public, a speaker's rights
typically prevail, and viewers and listeners are expected to avert their eyes or cover their ears to protect their
own privacy.[72] The government may limit a speaker's rights only when viewers and listeners are a "captive
audience" and cannot avoid the undesired speech.[73] To the contrary, in the home, the speaker must
typically avoid intruding on the privacy of the viewers and listeners[74]. However, when viewers and
listeners can choose whether and how they receive speech, "the government may not make [their] viewing
and listening decisions for them."[75]
{19}In justifying the limited First Amendment protection for broadcast media, the Court has said that
broadcast media has a "uniquely pervasive presence in the lives of all Americans"[76] and is "uniquely
accessible to children."[77] Patently offensive, indecent material on the radio confronts people, "not only in
public, but also in the privacy of [their] homes."[78] There, a person's right to be left alone plainly outweighs
the First Amendment rights of an intruder. Because radio audiences constantly tune in and out, "prior
warnings cannot completely protect . . . listener[s] . . from unexpected program content."[79] "To say that one
may avoid further offense by turning off the radio when he hears indecent language is like saying that the
remedy for an assault is to run away after the first blow."[80]
{20}Courts have applied the pervasiveness analysis even more narrowly in cases involving cable television
and the use of telephones. Regarding cable, the Court has reasoned that because the viewer must choose to
subscribe, pay monthly fees, and may discontinue a subscription at any time, cable is more likely to be an
"invited guest" than an "intruder."[81] Further, concerns about accessibility to children is less of a concern
because parents have control with lockboxes and other such devices.[82] Similarly, in Sable
Communications, Inc. v. FCC,[83] the Court refused to uphold a prohibition of indecent interstate telephone
messages aimed at restricting access by children to "dial-a-porn" services.[84] The Court determined that "
[i]n contrast to . . . means of expression which the recipient has no meaningful opportunity to avoid, the dialit medium requires the listener to take affirmative steps to receive the communication . . . . Placing a

telephone call is not the same as turning on a radio and being taken by surprise by an indecent message."[85]
{21}Essentially, the pervasiveness analysis boils down to "[t]he less control the individual has over the
receipt of speech, the greater room government has to make some of the individual's choices for her."[86]
Like the scarcity analysis, the pervasiveness argument does not support reduced First Amendment protection
for the Internet. The Court in ACLU v. Reno concluded that the evidence at the hearing indicated significant
differences between Internet communications and those of television and radio.[87] The Internet is naturally
unobtrusive. Users "must take the affirmative steps of subscribing to a service [and] paying a service fee."
[88] Usually they must then usually offer proof of age to access bulletin board systems and other online
services.[89] They must look for something in order to find it -- like looking for a book in a library. While
local broadcast television and radio programs pervade the home at the push of a button, information online
does not just appear. People must seek it out. The Court found that "[a] child requires some sophistication and
some ability to read to retrieve material and thereby use the Internet unattended."[90] Interestingly, although
the FCC has determined that credit card and access code rules sufficiently protect children from indecent
messages, the ACLU v. Reno Court found these were economically and practically unavailable for many
plaintiffs.[91]

B. EXAMINING THE RESTRICTIONS
{22}Under the amended 18 U.S.C. § 1462, the Government seeks to forbid all discussion of abortion on the
Internet. As a general matter, "the First Amendment means that government [cannot] restrict expression
because of its message, . . . ideas, . . . subject matter, or . . . content."[92] "The First Amendment's hostility to
content-based regulation extends not only to restrictions on particular viewpoints, but also to prohibition of
public discussion of an entire topic."[93] Most of the Justices agree that statutes referring to a publication's
content should be subject to strict scrutiny since content-based distinctions threaten the underlying interests
of the First Amendment. The Court describes these interests as: the preservation of free debate necessary to
promote self-government; the protection of the individual and the communal search for truth; and the
guarantee of an individual's right to free expression.[94] According to the Court, all of the interests, but
especially the first, may be harmed if the government is allowed to promote or suppress particular views .[95]
{23}The Court uses a functional test to decide if a regulation of speech is "content-based." If it is necessary
to look at the content of the communication in order to determine into which category the communication
falls, then the distinction is "content based."[96]
{24}§ 507's ban on all Internet abortion-related material suppresses debate on the. entire subject of abortion.
Enforcement would criminalize the posting of any information about abortion on the Internet, from
discussions between doctors about an abortion to save a woman's life to the downloading of information
about RU-486, a nonsurgical abortion method.[97] Similarly, under § 1462(c) no one may shop for, or order
through, the Internet medical and surgical equipment and drugs used in performing abortions. Under the
amended Comstock Law, all Internet cites providing information about abortion services must be deleted.

C. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ABORTION RELATED CASES
{25}The status of abortion has changed dramatically over the past 25 years. Originally a criminal act in most
states, the status was changed in 1973 by the Supreme Court's decision in Roe v. Wade,[98] which held that a
woman's right to terminate her pregnancy was a fundamental constitutional right. Initially, in applying the
standards established by Roe, the Court tried to protect women from laws that unnecessarily interfered with
the physician's independent medical judgment about abortion and laws which seemed to single out abortion
for burdensome requirements.[99] Recently, however, the Court has retreated from its Roe holding, "leaving
[abortion] some, but not much, constitutional protection" and permitting greater regulations and restrictions

on abortion-related matters.[100] Further, it has not been just the act of abortion that has lost protection.
Although the constitutionality of an act should not affect the First Amendment protection of speech about that
act, there are indications that when the subject is abortion, the Court has not always recognized the difference
between abortion and abortion-related speech. The unique treatment of cases dealing with abortion matters
may be attributable to the Justices' personal feelings about abortion.[101] As some on the Court have stated, "
[s]ome of us as individuals find abortion offensive to our most basic principles of morality."[102] Many
scholars have noted that despite the continuing belief that judges are neutral arbiters of justice, their personal
views often affect judicial decision making.[103] As Justice O'Connor summarized:
The permissible scope of abortion regulation is not the only constitutional issue on
which this Court is divided, but -- except when it comes to abortion -- the Court has
generally refused to let such disagreements, however longstanding or deeply felt,
prevent it from evenhandedly applying uncontroversial legal doctrines to cases that
come before it.[104]
{26}Regardless of the reason, regulations concerning abortion and abortion-related speech are arguably
afforded diminished First Amendment protection. Examples of such situations include Harris v. McRae,[105]
Rust v. Sullivan,[106] and Planned Parenthood v. Casey.[107]
{27}In Harris, the Court upheld the Hyde Amendment's denial of Medicaid funding for most abortions.[108]
The Court reasoned that "[t]he financial constraints that restrict an indigent woman's ability to enjoy the full
range of constitutionally-protected freedom of choice are the product not of governmental restrictions on
access to abortions, but rather of her indigency."[109] The Harris Court's assertion that the state did nothing
to interfere with a woman's choice is "abstract logic, not real life."[110] Even more doubtful is the Court's
conclusion that the gag rule had no constitutionally meaningful affect on women's choices regarding abortion.
"Surely poor women who are in effect bribed to choose childbirth over abortion reasonably feel that the state
has done something tangible and substantial to them."[111]
{28}In Rust, the Court reviewed a regulation that doctors at federally funded family planning clinics could
not discuss abortion with pregnant patients.[112] If a client asked about abortion, the regulations permitted
the doctor to say only that the facility did not consider abortion an appropriate method of birth control.[113]
In upholding the regulation, the court treated abortion counseling as a form of activity rather than a form of
speech which "allowed the Court to overlook the free speech implications of abortion counseling and to
forego any meaningful First Amendment analysis."[114] In rejecting a First Amendment challenge to the gag
rule, the Court determined that the regulations did not censor disfavored ideas but rather merely defined the
purpose of Title X as limited to health and family planning issues separate from abortion.[115] Further, the
Court denied that the regulations censored unpopular ideas or mislead women "into thinking that the doctor
does not consider abortion an appropriate option for her."[116]
{29}The Court reasoned that, "[t]he Government can . . . selectively fund a program to encourage certain
activities it believes to be in the public interest, without at the same time funding an alternative program
which seeks to deal with the problem in another way."[117] The Court further explained that the regulations
do not infringe a woman's reproductive freedom because the gag rule "leaves her in no different position than
she would have been if the government had not enacted Title X."[118] As in Harris, the Court's asserted
reasoning is a fallacy. In reality, women are not in the same position that they would have been if Title X did
not exist. The imposed gag rule, "distorted communication between women and their doctors by providing
ideologically slanted medical information for Title X clients to rely upon."[119] As Justice Blackmun noted
in his dissent, "the regulations impose viewpoint-based restrictions upon protected speech and are aimed at a
woman's decision whether to continue or terminate her pregnancy."[120] They "are clearly restrictions aimed
at the suppression of 'dangerous ideas'."[121]

{30}The petitioners in Planned Parenthood v. Casey were health care providers who challenged several
provisions of Pennsylvania's abortion statue, including one which required them to provide to their patients
information discouraging abortion.[122] Specifically, physicians were required to provide patients seeking
abortions with certain information including that about the risks of and alternatives to abortion, the medical
risks of carrying a child to full term and the probable gestational age of the "unborn child" at the time the
abortion would be performed.[123] A physician's failure to comply with the statute subjected her to criminal
penalties and suspension or revocation of her license. The petitioners challenged the provision compelling
them to "act as mouthpieces for the state in discouraging abortion."[124] Relying on the fact that the statute
required them to provide specific, detailed information about alternatives to abortion to every patient, the
physicians asserted that the requirements forced them "to act in a manner inconsistent with their professional
judgment and training"[125] and forced them to "convey the state's message at the cost of violating their own
conscientious beliefs and professional commitments."[126]
{31}As in Rust, despite the fact that both Petitioners and Respondents briefed the free speech issues of
abortion counseling, the Casey joint opinion rejected this argument and dismissed it. The Court found that
abortion counseling was part of the practice of medicine, subject to reasonable licensing and regulation by the
state.[127]
That the joint opinion lumped together all of the challenged statutory provisions,
referring to them as 'health regulations' involving 'medical procedure[s],' further
evidences its confusion of speech and conduct. There was no recognition that one of
those medical procedures primarily involved speech.[128]
{32}After Casey, the abortion right is no longer a right to decide whether to have an abortion "without
interference from the State"; rather, it is a right to decide whether to have an abortion despite state
interference.[129]
{33}The treatment of abortion counseling as activity demonstrates the Court's tendency to dilute abortion
rights. By classifying the issues in Rust and Casey as conduct rather than as speech, the Court was able to
apply less rigorous standards of protection.

III. APPLYING SCRUTINY
{34}Despite the Court's difficulty and sharp differences of opinion in establishing boundaries regarding what
is constitutionally permissible and impermissible under the First Amendment,[130] "it has long been a basic
tenet of national communications policy that 'the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse
and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the public.'"[131] If the Court considers this tenet, it
will find Section 507 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 unquestionably violates it. However, although
Section 507 unquestionably limits communication, expression, and information about abortion, the result of
its judicial resolution is uncertain in light of the current state of First Amendment law, the indefinite status of
abortion rights and the lack of precedent regarding online technology.
{35}In a Constitutional analysis of § 507, the Court's first determination should be whether § 507 regulates
speech or activity. Generally, the Court provides First Amendment protection to "the direct communication of
ideas."[132] The Government has acknowledged that online communication, through the use of the printed
word, voice, data, image or video, enables users "to access information and communicate with each other."
[133] Additionally, the communication at issue is expansive. It involves private communication between
individuals, bulletin boards with public information, ordering products, medical research results and much
more. § 507 extends the Comstock Act to make it illegal for anyone to use any interactive computer service
to provide or receive information which directly or indirectly tells where, how, of whom, or by what means

an abortion may be obtained. No one has denied that the Comstock Act as amended by the Act does not
regulate speech. In fact, "[a] broader 'gag' rule is hard to imagine."[134] Since online communication has
expression as its very essence, all indications are that it would be absurd for the Court to treat it as anything
other than speech as the Court did in ACLU v. Reno. However, as this online communication includes
abortion counseling similar to that of Rust and Casey, such absurdity is not impossible.[135]
{36}If the Court does not avoid the First Amendment challenges and agrees that the government is regulating
speech, it must determine whether the speech is content-based or content-neutral. Generally, if the terms of a
law distinguish favored speech from disfavored speech on the basis of the ideas expressed, the law is
considered content-based.[136] A regulation is not protected merely because it does not favor one side of a
political controversy over another.[137] "The First Amendment's hostility to content-based regulation extends
not only to restrictions on particular viewpoints, but also to prohibition of public discussion of the entire
topic."[138]
{37}If the Court follows logical process and determines that the regulation is content-based, it will likely
apply strict scrutiny (as did the District Court in ACLU v. Reno) under which the regulation will not be upheld
unless the state shows that it "is necessary to serve a compelling [government] interest and . . . is narrowly
drawn to achieve that end."[139] If the Court should somehow determine that the government is not
regulating the speech because of its content, but is only attempting to regulate the time, place or manner of
the speech, restrictions are "valid provided that they are justified without reference to the content of the
regulated speech, that they are narrowly tailored to serve a significant governmental interest, and that they
leave open ample alternative channels for communication of the information."[140] In determining the level
of government interest in regulation, the Court must examine the technology issues created by the nature of
online communications for which it can either create a new First Amendment standard for online
communications or analogize online communications to "existing technologies for which [it has] already
developed First Amendment models."[141]
{38}The Government has asserted no interest in criminalizing all discussion about abortion and it is difficult
to imagine any interest that would justify an outright ban on discussion. Despite Representative Hyde's
contradictory statements about the effect of the bill on online discussions about abortion, he offered no valid
governmental interest which would justify such regulation. Nor is there likely to be one. Even if the
government can proffer an interest, such as protection of children from obscenity, this outright ban on all
Internet discussion by all persons can certainly not be deemed as narrowly drawn under either a strict or
intermediate scrutiny analysis as it is not the least restrictive means to enforce the government's objectives,
particularly considering the nature of the medium.[142]
{39}"[W]hile technology adds a new twist to the process, it does not make the information communicated
any different nor any less entitled to protection than the more established means of news distribution."[143]
Further, under any view, the characteristics of online communication do not justify any additional regulations
of communication, particularly a regulation such as that of the Comstock Act. The frequency scarcity and
pervasiveness rational asserted for reduced protection of broadcast medium do not apply. First, the Internet
can accommodate a virtually infinite number of users without any adverse effects. Second, online
communication is not an invasive medium which "the recipient has no meaningful opportunity to avoid."
[144] It does not confront people and invade their privacy at the push of a button. Users must sign on to the
computer and enter commands to seek out information. They have control over the receipt of speech. Finally,
there are readily available mechanisms (and laws) to protect children and others from information that they
should not or do not wish to access.
{40}Even if the Court determines that § 507 furthers a compelling or significant governmental interest, an
outright ban on all abortion-related communication cannot be deemed narrowly tailored.

IV. CONCLUSION
{41}Although the Supreme Court's decision on the constitutionality of "indecency"and "patently offensive"
provisions will clear up some uncertainty surrounding First Amendment issues on the Internet, significant
questions will remain regarding abortion-related information. Those concerned have good reason to seek
court assurance of the Comstock Act's unconstitutionality. As Representative Schroeder emphasized, even if
the legislation fails a court challenge, someone will have to sacrifice time and money to prove the point.
Similarly, in responding to the President's and Justice Department's promise not to prosecute under § 507,
Kate Michelman, president of the National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League (NARAL) said
that her organization is not satisfied with a promise that extends only through the end of this administration
and has no guarantees under future administrations.[145] Simon Heller, attorney for The Center for
Reproductive Law and Policy said, "[w]e are extremely pleased that the Clinton administration has
recognized the invalidity of the law. However, we believe a court ruling against the provision barring receipt
provision of abortion information is still necessary to prevent a future administration or radical right-wing
members of Congress from wielding it against women's health care providers and advocates."[146] As stated
by the Chief Circuit judge in ACLU v. Reno:
the bottom line is that the First Amendment should not be interpreted to require us to
entrust the protection it affords to the judgment of prosecutors. Prosecutors come
and go. Even federal judges are limited to life tenure. The First Amendment remains
to give protection to future generations as well.[147]
{42}"To allow a government the choice of permissible subjects for public debate would be to allow that
government control over the search for political truth."[148] Congress passed § 507 of the
Telecommunications Act, and the President signed it. Eventually the Court must determine whether it is
constitutional. If the Court were simply to apply a traditional First Amendment analysis to the regulation
which makes it illegal to communicate about a legal act, the law would be struck down as an unconstitutional
gag order on the American people. However, in this particular decision, the analysis is more complicated and
thus more uncertain because the Court must juggle its fragmented First Amendment analysis, the implications
of new technology and each judges' own principles of morality.
{{END}}
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